December 2011
In response to our Barleycorn article (http://www.scribd.com/doc/73829718/Barleycorn-Chess-Sets-andthe-Persistence-of-Craft), Chess Collectors International received a letter from turner/author Mike
Darlow. With Mr. Darlow’s kind permission, it is reproduced below. Published on both of our sites is
our response to this interesting question, which we will have sent by email notification to the
international subscribers of Chess Collectors International. We each wish to thank Mr Darlow for
making us focus on an important issue in the socio-economic history of chess set manufacture.
As an aside, we feel we should remind you here that the primary point of our Barleycorn article was
precisely that so-called Barleycorn chess sets were not usually ornamentally turned. Instead, the very
skilled turners of the Victorian Age arrived at a means of hand applying surface carving that appeared to
be ornamentally turned. As Mr Darlow’s letter to CCI does not acknowledge the point of the article
with which he takes exception, we do not know whether he understood and/or agreed with this point
about manufacturing process. Thus, his comment that the lower jaw of the sperm whale would have
provided “a ready source of working material for ornamental turners” (see his letter below, penultimate
paragraph) to us misses the mark both in terms of source materials and process of making the glorious
Barleycorns and related large sets of the era. ~Alan Dewey & Milissa Ellison

SOURCES OF BONE FOR LARGE C19TH ENGLISH BONE CHESS SETS
Milissa Ellison & Alan Dewey

Most of the large Victorian bone chess sets, the traditionally-turned Old English as well as the various
hand-ornamented Barleycorn and “ropetwist” styles,1 were made from the marrow bones of livestock,
many of which may well have been from cattle imported from American stockyards during the latter
half of the Long Nineteenth Century. This source and use of bone is stated explicitly in the historical
record, and also is demonstrable through examination of the chess pieces themselves.
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I. The Historical Record
There are numerous references to ox or cattle bone being used in the manufacture of chessmen,
such as in this 1838 article by the Chambers brothers,
The bones of oxen, sheep, and horses, also furnish materials for many little articles, such
as handles of knives, button-moulds, paper-folders, combs, egg and salt spoons, thimbles,
needle-cases, [and] chessmen…2
Much the same list is enumerated in sources dating through the entire era, such as here by
Loudon in 1850,
The Ox, or Bullock, is used in some parts of the country for drawing carts and
waggons, and ploughing; and its flesh is called beef. The skin is tanned and made
into leather; the hair is mixed with mortar; the bones are used for knife-handles,
chess-men, counters, and other things, as a substitute for ivory…
This is echoed in 1871 by the Reverend Stevens,
I said just now that bone was hard and durable. This leads to its being used to
make knife-handles, paper-knives, combs, chessmen, brooches, buttons, umbrellahandles, rings and many other things.
Cattle bone was in ample supply in Britain throughout the period. By the end of the 19th century and
the beginning of the 20th, cattle were imported by Britain in vast quantities. Indeed, “35 per cent, of the
cattle offered in Chicago is available for this supply in ordinary years, and goes to the United Kingdom
either on the hoof or as dressed meat. Shipments are made to London, Liverpool and Southampton,
whence it is distributed.”3 Those cattle that arrived in Blighty “on the hoof” were slaughtered, and their
bone thus entered British trade.
References to other sources of bone, such as that of whales, are scant and often confuse whale teeth
with whale bone. We do see in 1854 a patent application by Frenchman Louis Nicholas Compte Vander
Meere for the “Manufacture of artificial whalebone, or a substance capable of being employed as a
substitute for whalebone and tortoiseshell. (Making chessmen and draughts.)”.4 It does not seem,
though, that whalebone was often used in this manner.
There is no mention of the use of whalebone in chessmen in the Report of the Juries for the 1851
Crystal Palace Exhibition, which instead discusses whalebone’s employment for “the purpose of
covering whips, telescopes, and other instruments, and in thin strips for plait used in making bonnets and
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other articles of dress and use”. The Report goes on to include an extensive discussion of the
manufacture of walking sticks from “animal substances … [such as] whalebone, tortoise-shell, ram's
horn, rhinoceros horn and hide, as commonly employed for sticks”. The report then states that walking
sticks also were made “occasionally [of] the real bone of the whale, the spine of the shark, the horn of
the narwhal, and ivory”, raising the issue once again of Victorian terminology.5
Moreover, even as late as 1874, the height of the large bone chess set era, the United States did not
levy import tariffs on any chess sets whatsoever made of whale bone or any whale product, stipulating
instead for the taxation of various whale oil products as well as “braids, plaits, flats, laces, trimmings,
sparterre, tissues, willow sheets and squares, used for making or ornamenting [of] hats, bonnets, and
hoods, composed of straw, chip, grass, palm-leaf, willow, or any other vegetable substance, or of [hair,]
whalebone or other material”. The import list does, however, specifically list chessmen of bone other
than whale as taxable imports.6
Finally, it is worth noting that Britain did not dominate the whaling industry. America and, to some
degree, Australia were the home of the whale fleets. Moreover, London had never had a large whale
fleet anyway: it peaked at 90 vessels in 1825, declining to just 9 by 1843. The London whale fleet was
entirely defunct by 1859. By contrast, New Bedford, Massachusetts, was home to 700 whaling vessels.
The primary product all whalers sought was oil as well as spermaceti. Baleen was in demand, as were
other whale products, but they were of lower relative value and higher difficulty of transport in
comparison to dense, valuable whale oil. Thus without a significant domestic whale fleet and with whale
bone being at a relatively low premium, it is difficult to say how readily available and affordable true
whale bone might have been to British turners. Livestock bone (particularly that of cattle, for the reasons
discussed earlier) was traded in Britain in vast quantities and was inexpensive.

Stubbs, The Lincolnshire Ox (1790)
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II. The Chess Pieces
It is demonstrable that most if not almost all large Victorian chess sets were made of marrow
bones. This follows from examination of the barrel interiors: these are of trabecular, or marrowproducing structure, at the center and progress to cortical or compact bone towards the barrel’s
exterior.
Diagram of cortical and
cancellous bone structure,
from Wikipedia entries of
the same names.

Interior aspect of barrel of
“barleycorn” style chess piece,
showing the arrangement of interior
spongy (or trabecular, cancellous)
and exterior cortical (or compact)
bone that indicates a marrow bone.
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III. The question of whale bones revisited
The lower jaw of the sperm whale has been suggested as a possible source of bone for 19th
century large English bone chess sets. The extremely low lipid content of this specific part of the
whale rules this idea out. The jaw bone is not a marrow bone, yet we have just seen that marrow
bones were used to make the chess pieces. Indeed, the sperm whale’s lower jaw bone is “the only
part of a toothed whale which offers dense bone through its whole thickness.”7

Skeletal composition profiles … showing the per cent composition (lipid, yellow; protein, green;
water, blue; ash, grey) of different skeletal elements. [as well as a] [d]iagram of a sperm whale
skeleton illustrating the approximate sample locations. CA, cartilage; LJ, lower jaw; UJ, upper
jaw; CS, central skull; RS, rear skull; RB, rib; SC, scapula; ST, sternum.8

Thus whale bone, particularly the sperm whale bone jaw, was almost without doubt not used for
most if not all of the bone sets.
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IV. Using marrow bones
The design of the Old English and Barleycorn/ropetwist style bone sets was such as to take
advantage of that bone available to the turners. They assembled the pieces out of multiple
components that were screwed together.
Montage showing 8 components
of King. From top to bottom: finial,
flower collar, upper stem, barrel top,
barrel, barrel bottom, lower stem,
base.

Haversian systems provide routes through which blood vessels can travel through bone. Unlike
the regular circulatory system of the body, bone’s hardness constrains blood flow to the places
where Haversian canals and their linking cross-pieces, Volkmann’s canals, route it.

http://webs.ashlandctc.org/mflath/KEY%20SKELETAL%20I%20OBJECTIVES.htm
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Because the Haversian canals are oriented so that they run parallel to the long axis of bone, it is
possible to determine how the component pieces of the chessmen were cut from the source
material.

This can readily be checked through reference to the actual chess piece components themselves,
as on the left, a section of a rook’s barrel, then on
the right, a barrel base.
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That the bone from which the large English bone chess sets of the Victorian era was of sufficient
thickness is proved a fortiori already. Cattle bone was and is thick enough to make these
component-assembled pieces, as has been demonstrated here and also by some bone we just
purchased at the local grocer’s with a wall thickness of 20 mm. This more than surpasses the 6
mm mentioned as “the greatest thickness of clean bone obtainable from them”.9

Thus as demonstrated both by documents of the era as well as knowledgeable examination of the chess
pieces, both the Old English as well as the Barleycorn/ropetwist styles of the 19th century English large
bone chess sets were made from the marrow bones of livestock. It is probable that some novelty sets
were made of other sources of bone, such as that of the whale, but the large majority of the enormous
number of such chess sets produced during that time had to come from a widely-available bone source:
the domestic and imported cattle of the era. The impressive skills set of the turners as they utilized the
structure and shapes of these materials adds to our appreciation of these iconic Victorian sets.
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